World Education Summit
18 – 21 March 2024

Learn with the very best in education from around the world.

“A stimulus for improvement and a catalyst for change.”

The Summit Guide

1. 4 Incredible Live Days
   With inspirational keynotes and practical training from global headliners, educators and leaders.

2. On-Demand Access for a Whole Year
   Access and unpack from the 400+ sessions at your own pace throughout the year with Summit Central.

3. Easy to Navigate with Pathways for All
   Implementation guides and impact frameworks to enhance professional learning across your setting.

WES 2024 Special Features

Get your Ticket

World Headliners
The most famous and published world academics hit the headliner stage.

Global Amphitheatre
A chance to amplify educational voice on this global stage – thought leaders and gurus.

Paradigm Shifters
Great thinkers who have approached education differently, leading to change and improvement.

Legacy Stage
Energetic themed days, focusing on key messages and organisations working in education.

Brave Leaders
Passionate leaders who have taken risks, embraced change and made an incredible difference in our schools.

Passionate Practitioners
Inspiring and high-impact strategies and stories from around the world for you and your classroom.

Cool Schools
Unique schools and practitioners from around the world, showcasing insights, impact and learning.

Training Stage
Practical training sessions for leaders and teachers – from the best in their field globally.
Monday 18th March 2024
10:00 – 19:00 GMT

World Headliners

Hosted by Diana Osagie

Prof John Hattie
The Inner Game of Learning

Ollie Tumner
Short STOMP-Style Body Percussion Workshop

Justine Greening
The Social Mobility and Education Challenge for Today’s World

James Nottingham
Building Self-Efficacy through the Learning Pit

Dr Peter DeWitt and Michael Nelson
Intentional Leadership: A guide for school leaders

Prof Dame Alison Peacock
Professionalism and Positivity

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Paradigm Shifters

Hosted by Wendy Delf

Martin Morgan

Scott B Harris and Prof John Hattie
Crashing into Potential

Dr Erica Frydenberg
Coping in Good Times and Bad: Developing fortitude

Prof Lorraine Graham and Dr Jeanette Berman
Learning for All Through Responsive Teaching for Sustainable Learning

Prof Christine Rubie-Davies
High Expectations Remarkable Outcomes: Ensuring equitable outcomes for all learners

Deb Masters
Education Principles and Strategies in Times of Uncertainty

Prof Therese N. Hopfenbeck
Navigating Educational Assessment Landscapes: A global perspective

Global Amphitheatre

Hosted by Diana Osagie

Gavin Hepherd-Hall and Prof Alice Jones Bertoli
Getting Learning Culture Right

Andrea “Fitzy” Fitzgerald
How to Establish Strong Culture and Relationships

Venice Irving
Keeping Well, Teaching Well

Noha Abu Karam
Reward for Improvement Not Ability

Dr Sarah Mosley
Reducing Barriers to Learning

Beth Southern
Approaching EAL Support Strategically

Massrat Shaikh
Equity and Excellence: Empowering SEN learners in mainstream education

Cool Schools

Hosted by Debra Kidd

Dan Fitzpatrick
AI and School Leadership Implications

Dr James Mannion
Making Change Stick: Implementation science and school improvement

Prof Lee Elliot Major OBE
Embracing a New Equity-Based Approach in Education

Starr Sackstein
Student-Led Assessment

Dr Paul W. Bennett
Re-Engineering the System: Powerful lessons of the pandemic

Janet Barrett
Are you, and your students, emotional Sherpas? Or truly resilient?

Dr Barbara Blackburn
The Perfect Fit: The right scaffolding at the right time for the right student

Training Stage

Hosted by Dawn Haywood

Floyd Woodrow
Flourishing Leadership: The importance of leading yourself before leading others

Andy Vass
Building your Capacity to Lead

Jackie Beere OBE
How Coaching for All Can Help Staff and Students Thrive, Not Just Survive

More sessions to be announced soon.

Legends Stage

Hosted by Wendy Delf

Martin Morgan

Living Legends

3 Pinnacles of Educational Greatness
Unpick 3 key concepts with the living legends of education. Hosted by the WES founders, Stephen and Anne-Marie.

Virginia Hammond

Professor John Hattie

Professor Sugata Mitra

Professor Viviane Robinson

Professor Andy Hargreaves

Professor Michael Fullan

Professor Alma Harris

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Practical sessions with tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks from Independent Thinking and other guests.

The winners of the 2024 awards will also be speaking, with the winners being announced early this year.

Leadership Awards 2024

Community Partnership Award
American School of Warsaw

Sustainability Award
International College Hong Kong

Wellbeing Award
British School of Bahrain

Future Pathways Award
British Schools of Brussels

Hear from the International School Award Winners from 2023.

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Practical sessions with tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks from Independent Thinking and other guests.

The winners of the 2024 awards will also be speaking, with the winners being announced early this year.

Leadership Awards 2024

Community Partnership Award
American School of Warsaw

Sustainability Award
International College Hong Kong

Wellbeing Award
British School of Bahrain

Future Pathways Award
British Schools of Brussels

Hear from the International School Award Winners from 2023.

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Practical sessions with tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks from Independent Thinking and other guests.

The winners of the 2024 awards will also be speaking, with the winners being announced early this year.

Leadership Awards 2024

Community Partnership Award
American School of Warsaw

Sustainability Award
International College Hong Kong

Wellbeing Award
British School of Bahrain

Future Pathways Award
British Schools of Brussels

Hear from the International School Award Winners from 2023.

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Practical sessions with tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks from Independent Thinking and other guests.

The winners of the 2024 awards will also be speaking, with the winners being announced early this year.

Leadership Awards 2024

Community Partnership Award
American School of Warsaw

Sustainability Award
International College Hong Kong

Wellbeing Award
British School of Bahrain

Future Pathways Award
British Schools of Brussels

Hear from the International School Award Winners from 2023.

Identity and Identity Politics in Schools Today
Prof Andy Hargreaves, Dr Dennis Shirley, Dr Victoria Showunmi and Dr Shelley Moore

AI, Human Values and Ethical Application
Prof Rose Luckin, Prof Sanjay Sarma, Prof Jason Gula and Dr Neil Hawkes

Practical sessions with tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks from Independent Thinking and other guests.

The winners of the 2024 awards will also be speaking, with the winners being announced early this year.
Wednesday 20th March 2024
10:00 – 20:00 GMT

**World Headliners**
- Hywel Roberts and Dr Debra Kidd
  - Designing a Curriculum of Hope, Activity and Botheredness
- Santiago Rincón-Gallardo
  - Session Title Coming Soon
- Will Ord
  - New (Very Old) Ways to Wellbeing
- Michael Bungay Stanier
  - How to Work with (Almost) Anyone
- Prof Guy Claxton
  - Schools for Every Body
- Prof Mary Helen Immordino-Yang
  - Solving the Frankenstein Problem: Why all learning is social and emotional to the brain
- Dr Andy Cope
  - Shift Happens: Be the change
- Prof Thomas Guskey
  - Implementing Mastery Learning
- Prof Jo Boaler
  - Bringing Mathematics into the Present

**Global Amphitheatre**

The day will begin with 4 sessions from hundrED, an organization dedicated to discovering and spreading impactful education innovations globally. The sessions will delve into cutting-edge approaches, spotlighting creative solutions and inspiring educators to implement positive changes in their educational settings.

- **Julie Rees**
  - Transforming School Culture through Values-Based Education
- **Dr Andrew Curran**
  - Learning, Well-Being and Building Healthy Brains in the Classroom
- **Thills Spills and Surprises with Anne-Marie**
  - Dale Vince OBE, Dr Choldy Muhammad, Tim Lodge and Prof Paul McGee
- **AI and Biological Intelligence**
  - Philippa Wraithnell, Dr Neelam Parmar, Erika Twani and Prof Sugata Mitra
- **Technology and Sustainability**
  - Juan Francisco Dávila y Verdin, Dale Mineshima-Lowe, Natalla Royo De Hagerman and James Brown

**Paradigm Shifters**

A special day put together by WomenEd, a dynamic organization committed to promoting gender equality in education.

- **Vivienne Porritt OBE**
  - How does WomenEd Elevate and Support Women Educators and Leaders in Education?
- **Pam Plummer**
  - Session Title Coming Soon
- **Bianca Greenhalgh**
  - Lyrical Leadership: As a woman which tune are you dancing to?
- **Keziah Featherstone**
  - Punk Leadership
- **Vivienne Porritt OBE**
  - Why do Education and Schools Have Such a Large Gender Pay Gap?
- **Keziah Featherstone**
  - Developing Women Leaders at All Levels

**Early Years Stage**

- **Coco Wong**
  - Young Entrepreneurs: Turning our ideas to impact
- **Dr Stella Louis**
  - Early Years: The international dimension
- **Dr Leslee Udwin**
  - The Think Equal Early Years Education Revolution
- **Dr Lizzie Muringi- Ngwenya**
  - Teaching Young Minds Matter
- **Dr Karen Dempster**
  - How to Engage Parents for Positive Results
- **Abdul Chohan**
  - The DNA of Learning
- **Abigail McDaniel**
  - Deprivatizing Professional Practice
- **Jan Dubiel**
  - Developing Women Leaders at All Levels
- **Dr Leslee Udwin**
  - Observing Learning in Early Childhood
- **Dr Karen Dempster**
  - Early Years: The international dimension
- **Abdul Chohan**
  - The DNA of Learning
- **Abigail McDaniel**
  - Deprivatizing Professional Practice
- **Jan Dubiel**
  - Developing Women Leaders at All Levels

**Brave Leaders**

- **Ian Potter**
  - We Need More School Leaders Inspired by Sisyphus!
- **Darryl Stinson**
  - Developing the Courage to Lead From Your Highest Self
- **Rosie Connor and Alyssa Gallagher**
  - Why Schools Need MESSY Leadership
- **Dr Lalith Wijedoru**
  - Developing the Courage to Lead From Your Highest Self
- **Gavin McCormack and Dr Neil Hawkes**
  - Write a Book to Change the World
- **Dr Carmen McPherson**
  - Developing Leaders, Maturing the System
- **Dr Dinah Carver**
  - Developing Leaders, Maturing the System
- **Dr Darryl Stinson**
  - Developing the Courage to Lead From Your Highest Self
- **Dr Carmen McPherson**
  - Developing Leaders, Maturing the System
- **Darryl Stinson**
  - Developing the Courage to Lead From Your Highest Self
- **Gavin McCormack and Dr Neil Hawkes**
  - Write a Book to Change the World

**Passionate Practitioners**

- **Coco Wong**
  - Young Entrepreneurs: Turning our ideas to impact
- **Dr Stella Louis**
  - Early Years: The international dimension
- **Dr Leslee Udwin**
  - The Think Equal Early Years Education Revolution
- **Dr Lizzie Muringi- Ngwenya**
  - Teaching Young Minds Matter
- **Dr Karen Dempster**
  - How to Engage Parents for Positive Results
- **Abdul Chohan**
  - The DNA of Learning
- **Abigail McDaniel**
  - Deprivatizing Professional Practice
- **Jan Dubiel**
  - Developing Women Leaders at All Levels

**Healthy Brains in the Classroom**

Learning, Well-Being and Building Healthy Brains in the Classroom

**Teaching Stage**

- **Practitioners**
  - Practical strategies to take straight to the classroom.
- **Bruce Robertson**
  - Power Up Your Questioning
- **Matt Bromley**
  - The Working Classroom
- **Alistair Hamill**
  - From Climate Anxiety to Eco-Agency
- **Haili Hughes**
  - The Brain that Loves to Play
- **Amanda Kirby**
  - Developing a Culture of Oracy
- **Lisa Ashton**
  - Developing a Culture of Oracy
- **Oliver Dale**
  - Adapting New Technologies to Empower English Language Teaching, Learning, and Assessment
- **Gavin McCormack and Dr Neil Hawkes**
  - Write a Book to Change the World
The line up will be announced closer to the time.

Sir Tim Brighouse and his contribution to education.

There will also be a session dedicated to the legacy of Sir Tim Brighouse and his contribution to education.

The line up will be announced closer to the time.

The line up will be announced closer to the time.

Dr Mark R. Wilson
Session Title Coming Soon

Dr Monica Vermani
The Path to a Deeper Wellness

Asha Alexander
United for Tomorrow: The global HUB Schools for sustainability

Prof Sue Roffey
ASPIRE to an Education Fit for ALL Our Kids

Dr Conrad Hughes
Critical Thinking in an Age of Generative AI

Phil Denton and Micky Mellon
The First 100 Days

Rethinking What it Means to ‘Go to School’: Strategies for innovating within the system Panelists coming soon

Here and NOW! The present future of schools Pam Mundy, Le Trung, Russell Calley, Darin Jellison, Matt Hagger and Raya Bidshahri

Thursday 21st March 2024
08:00 – 18:00 GMT

The British International School, Ukraine
Navigating Wartime Challenges

GEMS Modern Academy
Harnessing AI to Enhance Teacher Efficiency

Windsor Academy Trust
The Journey to a More Sustainable Future

Monk’s Walk School
Teaching Emotional Literacy

Great Schools Trust
Creating Teacher Capacity for Targeted Intervention: An AI solution

ATC Trust
Session Title Coming Soon

Connect Education Trust
The Power of Oracy in a Digital World

Colegio Ikigai
The Nomadic Learner: Leveraging the Metaverse

Dr Sanja Vicevic Ivanovic
Fostering Agency through Student-Led Podcasts

ASU is also the official provider of CEUs to ASU's World Education Summit.

Brave Leaders

Brigid Ahern
Average Doesn’t Exist: Educating the whole child

Brent Maddin
More Than a Meeting: How team-teaching can be better for learners and educators

Robin Lake
No School is an Island: Leveraging research to reinvent public education

Dr Carole Basile
No School is an Island: Leveraging research to reinvent public education

Brendan Drumm
More than a meeting: How team-teaching can be better for learners and educators

Dr Mark R. Wilson
Session Title Coming Soon

Dr Monica Vermani
The Path to a Deeper Wellness

Asha Alexander
United for Tomorrow: The global HUB Schools for sustainability

Prof Sue Roffey
ASPIRE to an Education Fit for ALL Our Kids

Dr Conrad Hughes
Critical Thinking in an Age of Generative AI

Phil Denton and Micky Mellon
The First 100 Days

Rethinking What it Means to ‘Go to School’: Strategies for innovating within the system Panelists coming soon

Here and NOW! The present future of schools Pam Mundy, Le Trung, Russell Calley, Darin Jellison, Matt Hagger and Raya Bidshahri
The Educators’ Platform
Available on-demand throughout and after the Summit.

**Spotlight On**
Shining a spotlight on teachers and educators in schools and colleges from around the world.

**Podcast Corner**
A variety of exciting, incredibly talented, smart and funny podcasts that you can listen to anywhere, anytime.

**Living Books**
Hear from the authors of 100s of your favourite educational books, as they unpick their ideas.

**Research Bites**
Unpick the latest research in education with the academics who live the research.

---

**Spotlight On**
Julia Black
Accessing Hidden Potential

Clara Hawking
Bridging Worlds: Empowering digital native youth to transform education

Upasna Punj
Building Leaders of the Future who are Resilient, Respectful and WHO CARE!

Sophie Peccaud and Suji De Hart
Changemaking 101: Storytelling for change

Jonathan Kay
Collaborative Culture in Further Education

Jeannette Paxia
Connect To Your Inner Superhero

Sam Ajit Thaira
Do You CARE?

Rabbi Efraim Lerner
Empowering Education: Harnessing AI to amplify human potential

Bryan Saint-Louis
Empowering Youth to Lead through Radical Empathy

Dr Esther Zirbel
Essential Skills for Life and Career

Bhawna Sajnani
Intentional Practice as a Performance Superpower

Alex Bedford
Language Development

Surani Maithripala and Naduni Senevirathne
Level Up Learning: Mastering gamification in education

Manuji Aggarwal
The Invisible Currency: Data is the new oil and AI is the new engine

Dr James Wood
What If Too Much Resilience Was Holding You Back?

**Podcast Corner**
Billy Burke and Sarah Philp
Changing Conversations Podcast Series:
- Instructional Coaching with Dr Jim Knight
- De-Implementation with Dr Peter DeWitt
- Virtuous Leadership with Prof Viviane Robinson
- Reconnecting with Prof Michael Fullan
- The Gaia (Earth) Education Philosophy: A journey back to the future
- The Present Teacher Podcast
- Tutoring Tips: The podcast
- Audio lessons in diversity and inclusion
- Other Side of the Fence: Educational Leadership
- Avoiding burnout and overwhelm
- Interview with Inspiring Educationalist Maxine Pillaway MBE
- MAX framework pathways
- The PK-12 Education Ecosystem
- The Impact of Data-Driven Decisions on Educational Leadership
- The Impact of Data-Driven Decisions on Educational Leadership
- The Invisible Currency:
  - Data is the new oil and AI is the new engine
- The Present Teacher Podcast
- Tutoring Tips: The podcast
- Instructional Coaching with Dr Jim Knight
- Avoiding burnout and overwhelm
- Interview with Inspiring Educationalist Maxine Pillaway MBE

**Research Bites**
Helena Hains
Empowering Future Educators: Avoiding burnout and overwhelm

Ange Anderson
Interview with inspiring educationalist Maxine Pillaway MBE

Toria Bono
Learning from Others

Dr Lalith Wijedoru
Shattering Glass Ceilings for BME Girls in STEM

Maxine Pittaway
STOMP-Style Body Percussion with Literacy

Bhawna Sajnani
Intentional Practice as a Performance Superpower

Dr Leena Bakshi
Sit in Compliance or Stand Up for Justice?

Ollie Tunner
STOMP-Style Body Percussion with Literacy

Dr Evode Mukama
Teaching Science with Technology: MOOC and OER’s pathways

Dr Darius Singh
The Gaia (Earth) Education Philosophy: A journey back to the future

Andrew Chaly
The Impact of Data-Driven Decisions on Educational Leadership

Manoj Krishna
The Impact of Data-Driven Decisions on Educational Leadership

Andrew Ghaly
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Irvin Scott
Educational Leadership

Dr Andrew Tait
The Inclusive Classroom

Dr Viviane Robinson
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Manoj Krishna
Transforming education to better meet the needs of students and society

Penelope Pareja Jarillo
Visible Thinking Routines and Metacognition

Ross McWilliam
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Max Niepel
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Reconnecting with Prof Michael Fullan

Darius Singh
The Gaia (Earth) Education Philosophy: A journey back to the future

Andrew Chaly
The Impact of Data-Driven Decisions on Educational Leadership

Andrew Ghaly
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Irvin Scott
Educational Leadership

Dr Viviane Robinson
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Dr Andrew Tait
The Inclusive Classroom

Dr Max Niepel
The PK-12 Education Ecosystem

Reconnecting with Prof Michael Fullan

Virtuous Leadership with Prof Viviane Robinson

De-Implementation with Dr Peter DeWitt

Instructional Coaching with Dr Jim Knight

---

Audio lessons in diversity and inclusion

Other Side of the Fence:
- Educational Gamification
- Planning for Change
- Learning from Others
- Changing Conversations
- Avoiding burnout and overwhelm
- Interview with Inspiring Educationalist Maxine Pillaway MBE

Audio lessons in diversity and inclusion

Other Side of the Fence:
- Educational Gamification
- Planning for Change
- Learning from Others
- Changing Conversations
- Avoiding burnout and overwhelm
- Interview with Inspiring Educationalist Maxine Pillaway MBE

---

As Official Podcaster for WES 2024, Sarah Philp will be interviewing some of our extraordinary speakers and hosts live throughout the Summit.

Join us in Podcast Corner every day to hear these thought-provoking sessions.
The Educators’ Platform
Available on-demand throughout and after the Summit.

Living Books

Priten Shah
AI and The Future of Education: What’s next?

Lynn McCann
All About Autism: The practical guides for primary and secondary educators

Dr Rebecca Bower and Kelly Bader
Bobo’s Big Move: “Where do I belong?”

Dr Adegbele Obi
Brilliant Teaching: How to do equity

Andy McNeilly
Connecting with Your Teens

Dr Nathan Lang-Raad
Critical Inquiry in K-12: Unleashing the power of perspective and inquiry

Alison Wilcox
Desciptorsaurus: Teaching grammar as part of the writing process

Rebekah Shoaf and Meredith Matson
Educating with Passion and Purpose: Keep the fire going without burning out

Cath Hunter
Effective Strategies to Support Children’s Behaviour and Emotional Wellbeing

Prof Paulo Sergio Santos Negrete
Effortless Learning: 3-5x faster results

Dr Fiona Aubrey-Smith
From EdTech to PedTech: Changing the way we think about digital technology

Prof Michael Horn
From Reopen to Reinvent

Dr Lindsay Prendergast
Habits of Resilient Educators: Strategies for thriving during anxiety, doubt and change

Danna Thomas
Happy Teacher Revolution: Building your roadmap to claiming and sustaining joy

Marine Freibrun and Sandy Brunet
How to Build Student Agency and Inform Your Teaching through Formative Assessment

Philippa Gordon-Gould and Garry Hornby
Inclusive Education at the Crossroads: Effective global special needs provision

Prof Iram Siraj and Dr Denise Kingston
Introducing The Sustained Shared Thinking and Emotional Well-being Scale

Prof Justin Reich
Iterate: The secret to innovation in schools

Dr Katie Novak
Leading in Multi-Tiered Systems

Keith Parramore
Lessons Learned from Maths Lessons

Dr Julie Evans
Meet the Free Agent Learners: Changing school from the outside in

Michelle Korenfeld
Michelangelo in the 21st Century: Tools to foster creative thinking

Prof Iram Siraj and Carol Archer
Movement Environment Rating Scale (MOVERS)

Paul Ellis, Abby Osborne and Dr Karen Angus-Cole
Neurodiversity and Education: From wellbeing to welldoing

Ginny Brown
Once Upon an Outreach Teacher

Bob Cox
Opening Doors to Ambitious Primary English

Matt Roberts
Primary Education Voices: Advice from inspirational educators

Dr Jackie Musgrave
Promoting Physical Development and Activity in Early Childhood

Helen Battelley, Dr Peter DeWitt and Ella Roberts
Pioneers of Equity and Equality

Tracey O’Brien
Sensible School Self-Review

Dr Jenny Grant Rankin
Sharing Your Education Expertise with the World

Karen Dempster and Justin Robbins
The Four Pillars of Parental Engagement

Dr Marcelo Staricoff
The Joy of Not Knowing

Dr Kirstie Rees
The Mental Health and Wellbeing of Children and Young People with Learning Difficulties

Julia Clouter
The Power of Assistive Technology: The miniguide

Sean Slade
The Power of the Whole: What is lost by focusing on individual things

Caroline Essame
Why Play Matters and How It Works

Jean Gross CBE
Widening the Circle: Creating inclusive classrooms, curricula and teaching

Dr Kelly Morgan and Grant Small
A School-based Growth Mindset Programme: Evaluation findings across Scotland

Dr Mine Conkbayir
Child’s Play? Helping children of prisoners overcome trauma

Dr Blenn Nimer
Expanding the Human Security Approach

Claire Andersen
Guiding Schools to Improved Performance: Using a data envelopment analysis approach

Dr Michelle Jayman and Dr Maria Gudbrandsen
Mental Wellbeing Support: For pupils with SEND

Prof Natalia Kucirkova
Scent-Sational Learning: Unleashing the power of smell in children’s education

Muzdilfa Ragab and Somaia Elmaky
Standing Desks

Sarah Pavey
View from the BRIDGE

Research Bites

Dr Kelly Morgan and Grant Small
A School-based Growth Mindset Programme: Evaluation findings across Scotland

Dr Mine Conkbayir
Child’s Play? Helping children of prisoners overcome trauma

Dr Blenn Nimer
Expanding the Human Security Approach

Claire Andersen
Guiding Schools to Improved Performance: Using a data envelopment analysis approach

Dr Michelle Jayman and Dr Maria Gudbrandsen
Mental Wellbeing Support: For pupils with SEND

Prof Natalia Kucirkova
Scent-Sational Learning: Unleashing the power of smell in children’s education

Muzdilfa Ragab and Somaia Elmaky
Standing Desks

Sarah Pavey
View from the BRIDGE

This series of Research Bites is led by Iona Jackson, Head of Insights at Edurio.

- Pupil Safeguarding: Navigating the landscape
- Pupil Behaviour: Teaching in turbulent times
- Pupil Wellbeing: The decline in emotional, physical and emotional wellbeing
- Parental Engagement: How well are schools really engaging parents?
- Improving School Trusts: Bringing CST and DfE guidance to life
- Staff Retention by Role: Who is most at risk of resigning?
- Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Among School Staff

edurio

Priten Shah

Lynn McCann

Dr Rebecca Bower and Kelly Bader

Dr Adegbele Obi

Andy McNeilly

Dr Nathan Lang-Raad

Alison Wilcox

Rebekah Shoaf and Meredith Matson

Cath Hunter

Prof Paulo Sergio Santos Negrete

Dr Fiona Aubrey-Smith

Prof Michael Horn

Dr Lindsay Prendergast

Danna Thomas

Marine Freibrun and Sandy Brunet

Philippa Gordon-Gould and Garry Hornby

Prof Iram Siraj and Dr Denise Kingston

Prof Justin Reich

Dr Katie Novak

Keith Parramore

Dr Julie Evans

Michelle Korenfeld

Prof Iram Siraj and Carol Archer

Paul Ellis, Abby Osborne and Dr Karen Angus-Cole

Ginny Brown

Bob Cox

Matt Roberts

Dr Jackie Musgrave

Helen Battelley, Dr Peter DeWitt and Ella Roberts

Tracey O’Brien

Dr Jenny Grant Rankin

Karen Dempster and Justin Robbins

Dr Marcelo Staricoff

Dr Kirstie Rees

Julia Clouter

Sean Slade

Caroline Essame

Jean Gross CBE

Dr Kelly Morgan and Grant Small

Dr Mine Conkbayir

Dr Blenn Nimer

Claire Andersen

Dr Michelle Jayman and Dr Maria Gudbrandsen

Prof Natalia Kucirkova

Muzdilfa Ragab and Somaia Elmaky

Sarah Pavey

Iona Jackson
Living Legends

3 Pinnacles of Educational Greatness

In this powerful series, some of the world’s top educationalists will share three concepts or pieces of work that they think have had the greatest impact on education. Join WES co-founders, Stephen Cox and Anne-Marie Duguid, as they do a deep dive into the life’s work of some of education’s greatest thinkers.

Pioneers of Equity and Equality

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion is now accepted and a welcome aspect of the workplace, but it was not always so. Diana Osagie speaks to Living Legends about their lived experience of life before the vocabulary of EDI was commonplace.

Legends Stage

3 Pinnacles of Educational Greatness

Pioneers of Equity and Equality

Wednesday 20th

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion is now accepted and a welcome aspect of the workplace, but it was not always so. Diana Osagie speaks to Living Legends about their lived experience of life before the vocabulary of EDI was commonplace.

Hosted by WES Co-Founders
Stephen Cox and Anne-Marie Duguid

Professor Michael Fullan

Professor John Hattie

Professor Linda Darling-Hammond

Professor Sugata Mitra

Professor Andy Hargreaves

Professor Viviane Robinson

Lizzie Murungi-Ngwenya

Ella Roberts

Nic Ponsford

Professor Amanda Kirby

Marva Rollins OBE

Peter Tabichi

Joseph Williams

Patrick Ottley-O’Connor

Hosted by WES Co-Founders
Stephen Cox and Anne-Marie Duguid

WomenEd

Wednesday 20th

All Day

WomenEd, a dynamic organization committed to promoting gender equality in education, will lead nine impactful sessions at the WES 2024.

These sessions will cover a range of topics, from fostering inclusive leadership to addressing gender disparities in the educational landscape, providing valuable insights and strategies for advancing diversity and equality in schools.

Curated by
Vivienne Porritt OBE

Paradigm Shifters

Ella Roberts

Lizzie Muringi-Ngwenya

Nic Ponsford

Professor Andy Hargreaves

Professor Viviane Robinson

Hosted by WES Co-Founders
Stephen Cox and Anne-Marie Duguid

The Future of Assessment

Tuesday 19th

All Day

This special feature led by Professor Tim Oates of Cambridge Assessment delves into the future of assessment, unpacking the fashions, phobias and evidence in reforming education systems and the real impact of evidence from international surveys – exploring the robustness of PISA – its use and misuse at system level.

Illuminate the “knowledge vs competence” debate, explore learning theories and pedagogical strategies. Asking questions such as:

- Does Chat GTP make the grade?
- What are the gaps in educational outcomes?
- What about the rise and rise of Early years?
- What of sustainable futures in education?

Hosted by
Tim Oates CBE

Curated by
Vivienne Porritt OBE

System Leaders

These sessions from the Confederation of School Trusts (CST) and Foundation for Education Development (FED) will respond to global trends for system and senior leaders, school improvement, the importance of governance, staff wellbeing and new approaches to leadership.

Featuring sessions from Leora Cruddas CBE and other representatives from CST and sessions from the FED Executive Team, this day will inspire you to view leadership through a different lens.

ISC Research Award Winners

Hear from the winners of the 2024 International School Awards.

These awards aim to acknowledge innovative practices in schools supporting the needs of a changing world and spotlight inspiring initiatives developed and run by international school leaders, educators and students.

You will also hear from the winners of the 2023 awards.

Including:

- Professor John Hattie
- Professor Michael Fullan
- Professor Linda Darling-Hammond
- Professor Sugata Mitra
- Professor Andy Hargreaves
- Professor Viviane Robinson
- Professor Amanda Kirby
- Marva Rollins OBE
- Peter Tabichi
- Joseph Williams
- Patrick Ottley-O’Connor
- Ella Roberts
- Lizzie Muringi-Ngwenya
- Nic Ponsford
- Professor John Hattie
- Professor Michael Fullan
- Professor Linda Darling-Hammond
- Professor Sugata Mitra
- Professor Andy Hargreaves
- Professor Viviane Robinson
- Professor Amanda Kirby
- Marva Rollins OBE
- Peter Tabichi
- Joseph Williams
- Patrick Ottley-O’Connor
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**Special Features**

Unmissable features at WES 2024.

**Elephants in the School Room**

Tuesday 19th – All Day

Elephants in the School Room challenges common educational practices, shedding light on their historical evolution and questioning their value. Sam Freedman and Stephen Cox are joined by relevant experts to discuss topics including, inspection, the rise in mental health and Stephen Cox are joined by relevant experts to discuss evolution and questioning their value. Sam Freedman educational practices, shedding light on their historical

**Leadership: Teams: Growth vs effectiveness**

Dr Michael Harpham

**Inspections**

Professor Melanie Ehren

**Differentiation: Is it a waste of time?**

Professor Carol Ann Tomlinson

**Adapting a Globalised Approach Rooted in Local Agency**

Joanne McEachen

There will also be sessions covering:

- Causes of the Rise in Mental Health Issues
- Baccalaureate
- Teaching Assistants
- Artificial Intelligence
- Attendance

Speakers to be Announced Soon

Hosted by

Stephen Cox and Sam Freedman

**Training Stage**

4 days packed with practical sessions for you to take straight to your classroom.

**Leading**

Monday 18th

Building teams, driving performance and leading change are just a few of the topics that will be explored. School leaders will be given tangible, easy-to-adopt tools and frameworks that can be immediately implemented. With sessions from Independent Thinking and other guests.

**Learning**

Tuesday 19th

Exploring cutting-edge methodologies, fostering a culture of continuous learning, and leveraging technology in education are key areas to be delved into during the Learning Training Stage. Participants can expect to gain practical tools and adaptable frameworks that seamlessly integrate into their teaching practices, empowering them to enhance the learning experience for students.

**Teaching**

Wednesday 20th

This promises to be an enriching experience for teachers and practitioners, offering highly practical sessions that delve into innovative instructional approaches and effective classroom strategies. Attendees can anticipate gaining tangible tools and actionable insights, empowering them to enhance their teaching practices immediately and foster an engaging and impactful learning environment.

**Artificial Intelligence**

Thursday 21st

Focussing on Artificial Intelligence in the Classroom, the final day on the Training Stage delivers highly practical sessions focused on integrating AI seamlessly into educational settings. Participants can expect hands-on experiences, practical applications, and insights into leveraging AI tools, equipping them with the knowledge and skills to enhance teaching practices and provide students with innovative and personalised learning experiences.

**Lunch and Learn**

The Lunch and Learn series provides a glimpse into whole-school or group-wide programmes designed to ensure impactful educational outcomes.

**Monday 18th – 14:00 GMT**

- **Instructional Leadership**
  - Mark Burns

**Tuesday 19th – 12:00 GMT**

- **Visible Learning**
  - Professor John Hattie

- **Middle Leaders**
  - Martin Morgan

**Wednesday 20th – 14:00 GMT**

- **Independent Learners**
  - Steve Ingle

- **Metacognition**
  - Wendy Dell

**Thursday 21st – 12:00 GMT**

- **Leadership Team Development**
  - Dr Michael Harpham

Provided by

**World Headliners**

- OSIRIS Educational

**Also Look Out For**

- **Panel Discussions**
  - Thought-provoking Panel Discussions see some of the biggest names in education engaging in debate over the hottest topics at the moment.

- **hundrED**
  - Four insightful sessions from hundrED speakers delve into cutting-edge approaches, spotlighting creative solutions and inspiring positive change.

- **Thrills, Spills and Surprises**
  - Anne-Marie is bringing her podcast style interviews back for WES 2024 with informal and amusing stories of leadership with special guests.

- **Early Years Stage**
  - The Early Years Stage is back with a rich exchange of insights and strategies aimed at nurturing the development of young learners.

- **Various Stages**
  - Arizona State University offer insights into the interplay between educator practice, leadership strategies and systemic performance at multiple levels.

- **Young Entrepreneurs**
  - Join Coco Wong and featured students sharing how they brought their ideas to life, solving world problems, making impact and doing good.

- **Insights**
  - Thought-provoking Panel Discussions see some of the biggest names in education engaging in debate over the hottest topics at the moment.
Getting the Most from WES 2024

The themes are designed to help you and your school navigate the sessions, during the live Summit and throughout the year.

**Peak**
Cultivate your inner self by exploring research and strategies to nurture, grow and flourish personally and professionally.

**Broadening Horizons**
Explore more future thinking. Lift your head above the parapet to see different views and approaches – with impact at the centre and AI featuring significantly.

**Base Camp**
The core aspects of teaching, learning and leadership. These are the essential sessions for any educator.

**Summit Central**
Access every session from WES 2024, on-demand for a full year. You don't have to miss a single session. Available after the live launch in March.

**Summit Roadmap**
Full of ideas of how to make the most of the live Summit and the year of access, turning WES 2024 into a complete professional learning package.

**Impact Framework**
This impact framework is your one stop shop to evaluating and measuring impact of your staff engaging in the World Education Summit.

**Impact Stories**
See the amazing impact the World Education Summit has made for schools around the world.

---

**Key Resources**

- **Every ticket includes:**
  - Access to the 4-day live Summit.
  - Easy to navigate pathways for all.
  - Over 400 sessions of Professional Learning.
  - On-demand access to all sessions for a whole year.
  - Unpack the content with the Summit Central Planner.

---

**Get your Tickets Today**

Discover more sessions for impact all year long.

With sessions organised by theme, role and phase; build a pathway for your professional learning for the whole year.

Here is an example of how this can be applied across your school:

- **CHOOSE 4 across the 4 live days**
  - Key members of staff attend 4 to 8 targeted sessions at the live Summit, others will have access and can dip in as and when time allows for inspiration.

- **TARGET 10 for the next 10 months**
  - Choose 10 Base Camp sessions for leaders and teachers. These sessions can be used as training sessions; as stimulus for unpacking in teams, or independently.

- **IMPACT all year long**
  - Focus groups could be assigned to 4 key sessions from Broadening Horizons and Inner Learners. Discuss, implement and apply ideas. What is the impact?

---

**Thank you to our partners**

- **SCHOOLS WEEK**
- **FE WEEK**
- **OSIRIS Educational**
- **Dragonfly TRAINING**
- **ISC RESEARCH**
- **Confederation of School Trusts**
- **#WomenEd**
- **edurio**
- **ALAS**
- **SViTLO SCHOOL**
- **tssa**
- **PeerSphere**
- **Bazalt GROEP**
- **Institute for Educational & Social Equity**
- **Academy of Ed Leadership**
- **Routledge Taylor & Francis Group**
- **hundrED**
- **Enabling Leaders**
- **ACEL**
- **Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College**
- **Arizona State University**
- **Independent Thinking**
- **QualitED**
- **AESA**
- **ACEL**
- **TCL**
- **PV**
- **iDR**
- **ITG**
- **Rick**
- **UCF**
- **THOR**
- **TalentSolutions**

---

See Tickets